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Abstract
Anti-neutrophil cytoplasm antibodies are important markers of

certain small vessel necrotizing vasculitides, but the optimal

use of laboratory results in daily clinical practice necessitates

collaboration between clinicians and laboratory specialists.

Physicians must familiarize themselves with ANCA tests in

ANCA-related vasculitides as well as in differential diagnostic

patient populations in order to define cutoff values. Indirect

immunofluorescence with a consensus-agreed technique

combined with standardized enzyme immunoassays is the

modality for detecting the main SSV-associated ANCA

specificities using cutoff values that can sufficiently distinguish

SVV from non-SVV patients. The combined use of IIF and

direct EIA to demonstrate proteinase 3-ANCA and myeloper-

oxidase-ANCA at significant levels leads to a very high

diagnostic specificity towards SVV conditions such as Wegen-

er's granulomatosis, microscopic polyangiitis, Churg-Strauss

syndrome, and limited forms of these such as renal-limited

focal necrotizing glomerulonephritis. A strong reactivity of

ANCA against several azurophil granule components indicates

a drug-induced syndrome. ANCA-related SVV and drug-

induced vasculitis or lupus syndromes have characteristic

ANCA profiles that can help distinguish these conditions from

other inflammatory diseases.
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Systemic forms of small vessel vasculitides are rare and the
organs or tissues involved at the onset of disease vary
considerably from patient to patient. Consequently, the
patient's initial visit may be to a general physician or to any
of a number of subspecialists. A clinical suspicion of SVV
should prompt the ordering of ANCA tests to help establish
early diagnosis based on agreed disease criteria and histopathol-
ogy. It is important to remember that characteristic vasculitis
symptoms may be scarce at onset but that the systemic nature of
the disease is mainly indicated by the presence of constitutional
symptoms such as loss of appetite and weight loss, fatigue,
fever, arthralgias/myalgias, etc. Even in the early stage of
systemic SVV strongly expressed ANCA are usually found. The

presence of an increased C-reactive protein level also supports
the diagnosis of systemic SVV.

Patients with Wegener's granulomatosis experience the initial
disease symptoms mainly in the upper airways, ears or sinuses
and are commonly referred to an otolaryngologist, whereas
patients with microscopic polyangiitis frequently exhibit their
disease onset in the lungs or kidneys and are seen by a
pulmonologist or nephrologist. The diagnosis of SVV is ideally
obtained by collaboration between several clinical specialists in
a vasculitis team. Until now not enough emphasis has been
placed on the requisite collaboration between clinical vasculitis
specialists and serologists in preparation for the knowledge-
based differential diagnosis of ANCA. This is the focus of the
present review.

Laboratory testing for ANCA

Most laboratories around the world start out by screening for
ANCA using IIF with commercial or in-house prepared
ethanol-fixed human leukocytes as cellular substrate. The
detailed methodology has been published elsewhere [1]. ANCA
may be found in the form of either a granular neutrophil and
monocyte fluorescence scattered throughout the whole cyto-
plasm, the so-called cytoplasmic ANCA, or a perinuclear/
nuclear fluorescence in these cells, called perinuclear ANCA. In
both cases lymphocytes in the preparation should be negative or
differently stained. If a mixed or otherwise less distinct ANCA
pattern is found the serum is likely to derive from a non-
vasculitic patient [2].

In all cases where IIF is positive, the sera must be studied
further using EIA to detect ANCA directed to proteinase 3 and
myeloperoxidase [2]. Commercial assays with purified PR3 and
MPO directly coated onto the wells of high binding microtiter
plates are used in most routine serology settings. Several
methods have been reported on the purification of PR3 [3] and
MPO [4] from human sources, thus making in-house EIA
testing feasible, inexpensive and standardizable [5]. Estimating
the content of IIF ANCA is usually done by grading the
strength of neutrophil staining into weak, intermediate and
strong positive reactions, but occasionally titration is also used.
EIA results are mostly related to in-house standards that have
been designated a certain unitage/ml. International serum
standards for PR3-ANCA and MPO-ANCA will be made
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available once candidate sera are selected in a multicenter study
involving expert laboratories.

The European multicenter study on ANCA assay standardi-
zation demonstrated that the IIF technique agreed upon in 1988
gave center-to-center reproducible results regarding categoriza-
tion of sera into negative C-ANCA and P-ANCA positive sera,
whereas titers could not be compared [5,6]. EIA using direct
EIA techniques were clearly superior to assays using autoanti-
gen mixtures [7]. PR3 prepared by quite different purification
procedures worked equally well in the direct EIA modifications
prescribed by each supplier of PR3 [5]. It was ultimately shown
that the direct EIA techniques for PR3-ANCA and MPO-
ANCA could be standardized in a multicenter trial involving
experienced as well as inexperienced laboratories [6]. Detailed
direct EIA methodology has been described elsewhere [8].

Certain laboratories have used a mouse monoclonal anti-
PR3 or anti-MPO antibody to capture PR3 and MPO
respectively, on the microplate, from crude extracts of
azurophilic granules [9], or anti-PR3 monoclonal capture of
PR3 from native purified PR3 preparations [10]. Although an
increased nosographic sensitivity may be reached with the
capture EIA for PR3-ANCA detection in kidney patients [10],
larger studies are needed to clarify whether a satisfactory
diagnostic specificity can be attained in other patient materials.
Also, comparison must be made between different monoclonal
antibodies for the capture of PR3 [11].

Radioactively labelled neutrophil extracts were used early on
for immunoprecipitation and identification of autoantigens
involved in ANCA reactivity [12]. Such methods, however, are
not suitable for routine serology. Solid-phase radioimmunoas-
say on neutrophil extracts was also used in early studies [13] but
was never widely practiced. A more recent immunoprecipitation
technique utilizes 3H-difluorophosphate attached to PR3 as
tracer in the immunoprecipitate [14]. This technique will also
bring down labelled leucocyte elastase, if elastase-ANCA is
present in the serum, due to the difluorophosphate-binding
property of elastase. This technique is a ``mixed bag'' ± it has the
advantage that a whole-cell extract from neutrophils with added
tracer can be used without isolation of antigen, but the
disadvantage that a subsequent electrophoretic separation of
the immunoprecipitate needs to be done to clearly identify
which serine protease (PR3 or elastase) the IgG recognized [14].
Moreover, the sensitivity of this immunoprecipitation technique
may be superior to that of direct EIA, but, again, larger studies
are needed to evaluate its clinical utility.

Differential diagnostics of ANCA

In clinical diagnostics a certain disease entity can be recognized in
conditions with similar or overlapping features only if the
characteristics of differential diagnostic diseases are known. This
pertains to both the setting and the strength of expression of its

cardinal features. Similar rules apply in the differential diagnos-
tics of ANCA. In order to be able to distinguish SVV-related
ANCA from those commonly found in rheumatoid arthritis,
ulcerative colitis, sclerosing cholangitis and chronic hepatitis,
SVV seramust be comparedwith sera of these diseases. Thismust
be done locally, since ethnic differences, together with the
background influence of infections, irradiation, foods, toxic
agents, allergies etc. vary in different geographic areas.Moreover,
relevant disease controls differ fromclinic to clinic due todifferent
referral patterns and clinical subspecialties. Serumbanks contain-
ing a representative number of vasculitis sera as well as a locally
agreed spectrum of differential diagnostic sera from firmly
diagnosed patients must be tested by the ANCA tests locally,
irrespective of whether testing is done by in-house methodology
or commercial assays. Following the manufacturer's instructions
and using the manufacturer's cutoff values of positivity merely
makes it possible to distinguish disease-relatedANCAfrom those
of healthy controls. In the clinical setting this competes with the
ability to distinguish a sick WG patient from the healthy visitors
in the clinic.

In the first study of C-ANCA in WG patients conducted [15],
the disease controls comprised various granulomatous diseases,
connective tissue diseases and infections, and the selected IIF
cutoff values could clearly distinguish WG sera from disease
control sera. In the European multicenter study [6], a number of
inflammatory connective tissue diseases and secondary vasculi-
tides were used as disease controls. Use of IIF alone did not
satisfactorily differentiate SVV from non-SVV sera at the cutoff
chosen. If PR3-ANCA and MPO-ANCA were called positive
when cutoff had been set at a level selected from receiver
operation curves to represent 90% specificity towards disease
controls, a reasonable but incomplete separation of SVV from
non-SVV patients could be attained. However, when a positive
C-ANCA at dilution 1:20 was found together with a positive
PR3-ANCA as defined above, this combination was 99%
specific for SVV. Similarly, the combination of a positive P-
ANCA and positive MPO-ANCA as defined above showed
99% specificity for SVV. There were no differences between
newly diagnosed and earlier diagnosed patients [6].

A good example of clinically defined ANCA positivity is
represented by the study of Westman et al. [10], who used
various glomerulonephritides as controls towards focal necro-
tizing glomerulonephritis to disclose the diagnostic potential of
the capture EIA principle for PR3-ANCA detection. While
some disease controls were positive as expected, it was possible
to distinguish between clinically and histopathologically defined
vasculitic glomerulonephritis from other glomerulonephritides.
With such narrowly selected controls, the question of course
remains whether some PR3-ANCA-positive control patients
were in reality patients who would later develop vasculitic
glomerulonephritis.

It is important to remember that both vasculitic and lupus-
like syndromes may develop in patients treated long term with
certain drugs, and that these patients usually become strongly
ANCA positive by both IIF and EIA [16±18]. Nowadays
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propylthiouracil, penicillamine, sulfasalazine, tetracyclins and
anti-tuberculous drugs are used as provoking agents more
frequently than procainamide and hydralazine, which are
scarcely used in most countries. Many other drugs, however,
can provoke similar syndromes. Patients commonly develop
strongly positive P-ANCA that simultaneously target a number
of different azurophil granule constituents, most frequently
MPO, PR3 and elastase [16,18]. Such multi-target specificity is
almost never seen in patients with primary ANCA-associated
SVV. P-ANCA or atypical ANCA with weak reactivity towards
a number of different neutrophil antigens are very common in
long-standing inflammatory diseases characterized histologi-
cally by neutrophil and monocyte invasion at sites of involve-
ment [19±21]. IIF ANCA-positive sera in most laboratories
derive from such inflammatory disease patients and not from
SVV patients. This is the primary reason to recommend that
positive IIF ANCA results alone not be reported to clinicians,
but rather to await EIA results ± which will decisively indicate
whether or not SVV is present [2].

It is possible that recombinant proteins in the future may
become useful for the detection of ANCA [22±24].

Conclusion

In summary, the optimal information on the clinical utility of
ANCA requires in-depth knowledge on the way positivity is
defined, and this definition must be based on data obtained in
differential diagnostic diseases relative to those in SVV.
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